Background {#Sec1}
==========

Prediction of gene structures is one of the important tasks in genome sequencing projects, and the prediction of exon-intron boundaries or splice sites (*ss*) is crucial for predicting the structures of genes in eukaryotes. It has been established that accurate prediction of eukaryotic gene structure highly depends upon the ability to accurately identify the *ss*. The *ss* at the exon-intron boundaries are called the donor (5′) *ss* whereas intron-exon boundaries are called the acceptor (3′) *ss*. The donor and acceptor *ss* with consensus GT (at intron-start) and AG (at intron-end) respectively are known as canonical *ss* (GT-AG type; Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Approximately, 99 % of the *ss* are canonical GT-AG type *ss* \[[@CR1]\]. As GT-and AG-are conserved in donor and acceptor *ss* respectively, every GT and AG in a DNA sequence could be a donor or acceptor *ss*. However, they need to be predicted as either real (true) or pseudo (false) *ss*.Fig. 1Pictorial representation of donor and acceptor *ss*. Donor *ss* have di-nucleotides GT at the beginning of the intron and acceptor *ss* have di-nucleotides AG at the end of intron

During the last decade, several computational methods have been developed for *ss* detection that can be grouped into several categories viz., probabilistic approaches \[[@CR2]\], ANNs \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\], SVM \[[@CR5]--[@CR7]\] and information theory \[[@CR8]\]. These methods seek the consensus patterns and identify the underlying relationships among nucleotides in *ss* region. ANNs and SVMs learn the complex features of neighborhood nucleotides surrounding the consensus di-nucleotides GT/AG by a complex non-linear transformation, whereas the probabilistic models estimate the position specific probabilities of *ss* by computing the likelihood of candidate signal sequences. Roca et al. \[[@CR9]\] identified the di-nucleotide dependencies as one of the main features of donor *ss*. Although the above mentioned methods are complex and computationally intensive, it is evident that position specific signals and nucleotide dependencies are pivotal for *ss* prediction.

In the class of ensemble classifiers, RF \[[@CR10]\] is considered as highly successful one that consists of ensemble of several tree classifiers (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The wide application of RF for prediction purposes in biology can be seen from literature. Hamby and Hirst \[[@CR11]\] utilized the RF algorithm for prediction of glycosylation sites and found significant increase in accuracy for the prediction of "Thr" and "Asn" glycosylation sites. Jain et al. \[[@CR12]\] assessed the performance of different classifiers (fifteen classifiers from five different categories of pattern recognition algorithms) while trying to solve the protein folding problem. Their experimental results showed that RF achieved better accuracy as compared to the other classifiers. Later on, Dehzangi et al. \[[@CR13]\] demonstrated that the RF classifier enhanced the prediction accuracy as well as reduced the time consumption in predicting the protein folds. In the recent past, Khalilia et al. \[[@CR14]\] used RF to predict disease risk for eight disease categories and found that the RF outperformed SVM, Bagging and Boosting.Fig. 2Flow diagram shows the step involved in prediction using ensemble of tree classifiers. Initially, *B* number of samples were drawn from the original training set and a tree was grown using each sample. The final predictions were made by combining all the classifiers

Keeping the above in view, an attempt has been made to develop a computational approach for donor *ss* prediction. The proposed approach involves sequence encoding procedures and application of RF methodology. For given encoding procedures, RF outperformed SVM, ANN in terms of prediction accuracy. Also, RF achieved higher accuracy while compared with existing approaches by using an independent test dataset.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Collection and processing of splice site data {#Sec3}
---------------------------------------------

The true and false *ss* sequences of *Homo sapiens* were collected from HS3D \[[@CR15]\] (<http://www.sci.unisannio.it/docenti/rampone/>). The downloaded dataset contains a total of 2796 True donor Splice Sites (TSS) (<http://www.sci.unisannio.it/docenti/rampone/EI_true.zip>) and 90924 False donor Splice Site (FSS) (<http://www.sci.unisannio.it/docenti/rampone/EI_false_1.zip>). The sequences are of 140 bp long with conserved GT at 71^st^ and 72^nd^ positions respectively.

Both introns and exons have important role in the process of pre-mRNA splicing. To be more specific, presence of conserved-ness at both 5′ and 3′ ends of intron as well as exonic splicing enhancers \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\] is vital from splicing point of view. Besides, the length of an exon is also an important property for proper splicing \[[@CR18]\]. It has been shown in vivo that internal deletion of consecutively recognized internal exons that are below \~50 bp may often lead to exon skipping \[[@CR19]\]. As far as the length of an intron is concerned, Zhu et al. \[[@CR20]\] carried out the functional analysis of minimal introns ranging between 50-100 bp and found that minimal introns are conserved in terms of both length and sequence. Hence, the window length of 102 bp \[50 bp at exon-end + (GT + 50 bp) at intron-start\] is considered here (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 3Pictorial representation of *ss* motif. The di-nucleotides GT conserved at 51^st^ and 52^nd^ positions in the *ss* motif of length 102 having 50 nucleotides flanking on both sides of GT

Though in longer window length there is a less chance of existence of identical sequences, still we performed redundancy check to remove the identical TSS sequences from the dataset. To train the model efficiently, same number of unique FSS (equal to unique TSS) was considered by drawing at random from 90924 FSS. A sequence similarity search was then performed to analyze the sequence distribution, where each sequences of TSS was compared with the remaining sequences of TSS as well as with all the sequences of FSS and vice versa. The percentage of similarity between any two sequences was computed by assigning a score of 1 and 0 for every match and mismatch in nucleotides respectively, and the same is explained below for two sample sequences.

Sequence 1: ATTCGTCATG

Sequence 2: TCTAGTTACG

Score : 0010110101

Similarity (%)=(5/10)\*100=50

Further, we prepared a highly imbalanced dataset consisting of 5%TSS and 95%FSS to assess the performance of RF as well as to compare its performance with that of SVM and ANN.

Computation of Position Weight Matrix (PWM) {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------

The sequences of both TSS as well as FSS were position-wise aligned separately, using the di-nucleotide GT as the anchor. This position-wise aligned sequence data was then used to compute the frequencies and probabilities of nucleotides at each position. From a given set S of *N* aligned sequences each of length *l*, *s*~*1*~,..., *s*~*N*~, where *s*~*k*~ = *s*~*k1*~,..., *s*~*kl*~ (*s*~*kj*~ є{A, C, G, T}, *j* = 1, 2, ..., *l*), the PWM was computed as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The PWM with four rows (one for each A, C, G, and T) and 102 columns i.e., equal to the length of the sequence (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) was then used for computing the di-nucleotide association scores.Fig. 4Graphical representation of the PWM for the TSS. The graph shows the probability distribution of four nucleotide bases (ATGC) around the splicing junction

Di-nucleotide association score {#Sec5}
-------------------------------

The adjacent di-nucleotide association scores are computed under proposed encoding procedures as follows:In the *first* procedure (P-1), the association between any two nucleotides occurring at two adjacent positions was computed as the ratio of the observed frequency to the frequency due to random occurrence of the di-nucleotide. For *N* position-wise aligned sequences, numerator is the number of observed di-nucleotide occurring together, whereas the denominator is *N* times of 0.0625 (=1/16, probability of occurrence of any di-nucleotide at random).In the *second* procedure (P-2), the association was computed as the ratio of the observed frequency to the expected frequency, where expected frequency was computed from PWM under the assumption of independence between the positions.In the *third* procedure (P-3), the di-nucleotide association was computed as the absolute value of the relative deviation of the observed frequency from the expected frequency, where expected frequency was computed as outlined in P-2.

In all the three procedures, the scores were transformed to logarithm scale (base 2) to make them uniform. The computation of the di-nucleotide association scores is explained as follows:

Let *p*~*j*~^*i*^ be the probability of occurrence of *i*^*th*^ nucleotide at *j*^*th*^ position, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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respectively, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {s}_{\left(j,{j}^{\prime}\right)}^{\left(i,{i}^{\prime}\right)} $$\end{document}$ is the association score, *N* is the total number of sequence motifs in the data set; *i*,*i′*є{A,T, G, C} and *j* = 1, 2, ..., (window length-1) and *j′* = *j* + 1. A pseudo count of 0.001 was added to avoid the logarithm of zero in the frequency. For a clear understanding, computation of di-nucleotide association scores is given below, through an example with 5 different sequences.

Positions : 0123456789

Sequence 1: ATAC **GT** CATG

Sequence 2: TGTA **GT** TTCG

Sequence 3: ATGC **GT** ACAC

Sequence 4: GACT **GT** TGCT

Sequence 5: CCTG **GT** GAGA

Using these sequences, the random, observed and expected (under independence) frequencies for di-nucleotide AT occurring at positions 0, 1 respectively are computed as follows:

Observed frequency = Number of times AT occurs together at 0^th^ and 1^st^ positions respectively

=2

Random frequency = Number of sequences × Probability of occurrence of any of the 16 combinations of di-nucleotides at random (=1/16)

=5\*0.0625

=0.3125

Expected frequency under independence = Number of sequences × Probability of independent occurrence of A at 0^th^ position × Probability of independent occurrence of T at 1^st^ position

=5\*(2/5)\*(2/5)

=0.8

In similar way, the frequencies can be calculated for other possible di-nucleotide combinations (AA, AG, AC, TA, ..., CC) occurring at all possible adjacent positions. Now, the association scores for three different procedures P-1, P-2 and P-3 can be calculated by using equation (2) as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Construction of scoring matrices {#Sec6}
--------------------------------

For a sequence of *l*bp long, *l*-*1* combinations of two adjacent positions are possible. Again, in each combination, 16 pairs of nucleotides (AA, AT,...,CG, CC) are possible. Thus, scoring matrices, each of order 16× (*l*-*1*), were constructed using di-nucleotide association scores under all the three procedures. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows a sample scoring matrix for 102 bp window length.Fig. 5A sample scoring matrix. There are 101 columns for different combination of positions and 16 rows for all possible combinations of nucleotides. This scoring matrix was prepared under all the three encoding procedures

Ten-fold cross-validation and encoding of splice site sequence {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------------------------------

TSS and FSS sequence datasets were separately divided into 10 random non-overlapping sets for the purpose of 10-fold cross validation. In each fold, one set of TSS and one set of FSS together were used as the test dataset and remaining 9 sets of TSS and 9 sets of FSS together were used as the training dataset. This was performed because 10-fold cross validation procedure is a standard experimental technique for determining how well a classifier performs on a test data set \[[@CR21]\]. For each training set, scoring matrices for TSS and FSS were constructed independently and then the difference matrix was derived by subtracting the TSS scoring matrix from the FSS scoring matrix. The training and test datasets were then encoded by passing the corresponding sequences through the difference matrix (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}), where each sequence was transformed into a vector of scores of length *l*-*1*. A detailed explanation on encoding of the sequence is provided in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.Fig. 6Diagrammatic representation for preparation of encoded training and test datasets from TSS and FSS sequences. For each of the training set in 10 fold cross validation procedure, TSS and FSS scoring matrices were constructed followed by the construction of difference scoring matrices. The encoded training and test sets were obtained after passing the *ss* sequence data of training and test sets through the difference matrix

Classification using Random Forest {#Sec8}
----------------------------------

Let *L*(**y**, **x**) be the learning dataset, where **x** is a matrix of *n* rows (observations) and *p* columns (variables), **y** is the response variable that takes values from *K* classes. Then, the RF consists of ensemble of *B* tree classifiers, where each classifier is constructed upon a bootstrap sample of the learning dataset. Each classifier of RF votes each test instances to one of the pre-defined *K* classes. Finally, each test instance is predicted by the label of winning class. As the individual trees are constructed upon a bootstrap sample, on an average 36.8 % $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \left[{\left(1-\frac{1}{n}\right)}^n\approx \frac{1}{e},\left(e\approx 2.718\right)\right] $$\end{document}$ of instances do not play any role in the construction of each tree, and are called as Out Of Bag (OOB) instances. These OOB instances are the source of data used in RF for estimating the prediction error (Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}). RF is computationally very efficient and offers high prediction accuracy with less sensitiveness to noisy data. For classification of TSS and FSS, RF was chosen over the other classifiers as it is a non-parametric (i.e., it does not make any assumption about the probability distribution of the dataset) method as well as its ability to handle large data sets. For more details about RF, one can refer \[[@CR10]\].Fig. 7Diagrammatic representation of the steps involved in RF methodology

Tuning of parameters {#Sec9}
--------------------

There are two important parameters in RF viz., number of variables to choose at each node for splitting (*mtry*) and number of trees to grow in the forest (*ntree*). Tuning of these parameters is required to achieve maximum prediction accuracy.

*mtry*

A small value of *mtry* produces less correlated trees that consequently results in lower variance of prediction. Though, integer (log2^(*p*+1)^) number of predictors per node has been recommended by Breiman \[[@CR10]\], this mayn't provide best possible result always. Thus, RF model was executed with different *mtry* values i.e., *1*, √*p*, *20* %\**p*, *30* %\**p*, *50* %\**p* and *p* to find out the optimum one. The parameterization that generated the lowest and stable OOB Error Rate (OOB-ER) was chosen as the optimal *mtry*.

*ntree*

Many times, the number of trees to be grown in the forest for getting the stable OOB-ER is not known. Moreover, OOB-ER is totally dependent on the type of data, where the stronger predictor leads to quicker convergence. Therefore, the RF was grown with different number of trees, and the number of trees after which the error rate got stabilized was considered as the optimal *ntree*.

Margin function {#Sec10}
---------------

Margin function is one of the important features of RF that measures the extent to which the average vote for right class exceeds the average vote for any other class. Let (**x**, y) be the training set having *n* number of observations where each vector of attributes (**x**) is labeled with class y~j~ (where, j = 1, 2 for binary class), i.e., the correct class is denoted by y (either y~1~ or y~2~). Further, let *prob* (y~j~) be the probability of class y~j~, then the margin function of the labeled observation (**x**, y) is given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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If *m* (**x**, y) \> 0, then *h* (**x**) correctly classifies y, where *h* (**x**) denotes a classifier that predicts the label y for an observation **x**. The value of margin function always lies between-1 to 1.

Implementation {#Sec11}
--------------

The RF code was originally written in Fortran by Breiman and Cutler and also included as a package "randomForest" in R \[[@CR22]\] and this package was implemented (for execution of RF model) on a windows server (82/GHz and 32 GB memory). Run time was dependent on data size and *mtry*, ranging from 1 second per tree to over 10 seconds per tree.

Performance metrics {#Sec12}
-------------------

The performance metrics viz., Sensitivity or True Positive Rate (TPR), Specificity or True Negative Rate (TNR), F-measure, Weighted Accuracy (WA), G-mean and Matthew's Correlation Coefficient (MCC), all of which are the functions of confusion matrix, were used to evaluate the performance of RF. The confusion matrix contains information about the actual and predicted classes. Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows the confusion matrix for a binary classifier, where TP is the number of TSS being predicted as TSS and TN is the number of FSS being predicted as FSS, FN is the number of TSS being incorrectly predicted as FSS and FP is the number of FSS being incorrectly predicted as TSS. The different performance metrics are defined as follows:Fig. 8Diagrammatic representation of confusion matrix. TP, FP, TN and FN are the number of true positives, false positives, true negatives and false negatives respectively. TP is the number of TSS being predicted as a TSS and TN is the number of FSS being predicted as FSS. Similarly, FN is the number of TSS being incorrectly predicted as FSS and FP is the number of FSS being incorrectly predicted as TSS$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Comparison of RF with SVM and ANN {#Sec13}
---------------------------------

The performances of RF was compared with that of SVM \[[@CR23]\], ANN \[[@CR24]\] using the same dataset that was used to analyze the performance of RF. The "e1071" \[[@CR25]\] and "RSNNS" \[[@CR26]\] packages of R software were used for implementing the SVM and ANN respectively. The SVM and ANN classifiers were chosen for comparison because these two techniques have been most commonly used for prediction purpose in the field of bioinformatics. In classification, SVM separates the different classes of data by a hyper-plane. In terms of classification performance, the optimal hyper-plane is the one that separates the classes with maximum margin (a clear gap as wide as possible). The sample observations on the margins are called the support vectors that carry all the relevant information for classification \[[@CR23]\]. ANNs are non-linear mapping structures based on the function of neural networks in the human brain. They are powerful tools for modeling especially when the underlying relationship is unknown. ANNs can identify and learn correlated patterns between input datasets and corresponding target values. After training, ANNs can be used to predict the outcome of new independent input data \[[@CR24]\]. The SVM model was trained with the radial basis function (gamma = 0.01) as kernel. In the ANN model, multilayer perceptron was used with "Randomize_Weights" as initialization function, "Std_Backpropagation" as learning function and "Act_Logistic" as hidden activation function. The 10-fold cross validation was performed for SVM and ANN, similar to RF. All the three techniques were then compared in terms of performance metrics. Also, the MCC values of RF, SVM and ANN were plotted to analyze the consistency over 10 folds of the cross validation. A similar kind of comparison between RF, SVM and ANN was also made using the imbalanced dataset. To handle the imbalanced data, one additional parameter i.e., *cutoff* was used in RF, where 90 % cutoff was assigned to the major class (class having larger number of observations) i.e., FSS and 10 % to the minor class (class having lesser number of observations) i.e., TSS, based on the degree of imbalanced-ness in the dataset. Similarly, one additional parameter i.e., *class.weights* was used in SVM model, and the weights used were 19 and 1 for TSS and FSS respectively (keeping in view the proportion of TSS and FSS in the dataset). However, no parameter to handle imbalanced-ness was found in "RSNNS" package, therefore the same model of ANN was trained using imbalanced data.

In the case of imbalanced test dataset, the performance metrics were computed by assigning weights w~1~ to TP & FN and w~2~ to FP & TN. Here, w~1~ $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ =\raisebox{1ex}{${n}^{TSS}$}\!\left/ \!\raisebox{-1ex}{$\left({n}^{TSS}+{n}^{FSS}\right)$}\right. $$\end{document}$, where *n*^*TSS*^ is the number of TSS and *n*^*FSS*^ is the number of FSS in the test dataset. Further, the Mann Whitney *U* test at 5 % level of significance was performed to evaluate the difference among the prediction accuracies of RF, SVM and ANN, by using the *stats* package of R-software.

Comparison with other prediction tools {#Sec14}
--------------------------------------

The performance of the proposed approach was also compared with other splice site prediction tools such as MaxEntScan (<http://genes.mit.edu/burgelab/maxent/Xmaxentscan_scoreseq.html>), SpliceView (<http://bioinfo4.itb.cnr.it/~webgene/wwwspliceview_ex.html>) and NNSplice (<http://www.fruitfly.org/seq_tools/splice.html>) using an independent test set. Besides, three more methods viz., Maximal Dependency Decomposition (MDD), Markov Model of 1^st^ order (MM1) and Weighted Matrix Method (WMM) given under MaxEntScan were also used for comparison. The independent test set was prepared using two different genes (AF102137.1 and M63962.1) downloaded from Genbank (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/>) randomly. Comparison among the approaches was made using the values of performance metrics.

Web server {#Sec15}
----------

A web server for the prediction of donor splice sites was developed using HTML and PHP. The developed R-code was executed in the background using PHP script upon the submission of sequences in FASTA format. The web page was designed to facilitate the user for a sequence input, selection of species (human) and encoding procedures. In the server, the model has been trained with human splice site data and the user has to supply only the test sequence (s) of his/her interest to predict the donor splice sites.

Results {#Sec16}
=======

Analysis of sequence distribution {#Sec17}
---------------------------------

The removal of the identical sequences from the TSS dataset resulted in 2775 unique TSS. A graphical representation of degree of similarity within TSS, within FSS and between TSS & FSS is shown in Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}. It is observed that each sequence of TSS is 40 % (blue) similar with an average of 56 (0.02\*2775) sequences of TSS (Fig. [9a](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}) and 15 (0.005\*2775) sequences of FSS (Fig. [9c](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, each sequence of FSS is 40 % (blue) similar with an average of 17 (0.006\*2775) sequences of FSS (Fig. [9b](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}) and 17 sequences of TSS (Fig. [9d](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, each sequence of TSS is 30 % (green) similar with an average of 1276 (0.46\*2775) sequences of TSS (Fig. [9a](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}) and 805 (0.29\*2775) sequences of FSS (Fig. [9c](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, each sequence of FSS is 30 % (green) similar with an average of 832 (0.30\*2775) sequences of FSS (Fig. [9b](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}) and 805 (0.29\*2775) sequences of TSS (Fig. [9d](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Further, more than 90 % of sequences of entire dataset (both TSS and FSS) are observed to be at least 20 % similar with each other.Fig. 9Graphical representation of sequence distribution in the dataset. **a**. Similarities of each sequence of TSS with rest of the sequences in TSS. **b**. Similarities of each sequence of FSS with rest of the sequences in FSS. **c**. Similarities of each sequence of TSS with all the sequences in FSS. **d**. Similarities of each sequence of FSS with all the sequences in TSS. X-axis represents the sequence entries and Y-axis represents fraction of similar sequences

Optimum values of parameters {#Sec18}
----------------------------

The graph of OOB error against *ntree* (500) for different *mtry* values is shown in Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}. From Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} it is observed that the OOB errors are stabilized after 200 trees, for all *mtry* values and that too in all the three encoding procedures. Besides, it is observed that OOB error is minimum at *mtry*=50, irrespective of the encoding procedures. Hence, the optimum values of *mtry* and *ntree* were determined as 50 and 200 respectively. The final prediction was made with optimum values of the parameters.Fig. 10Graphical representation of OOB-ER with different *mtry* and *ntree*. Graphs **a**, **b** and **c** represents the trend of error rates with varying *mtry* for three encoding procedures, P-1, P-2 and P-3. The OOB-ER was minimum for *mtry* = *50* and stabilized with 200 trees (*ntree*)

Performance analysis of random forest {#Sec19}
-------------------------------------

The plot of margin function for all the 10 folds of the cross-validation under P-1 is shown in Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}. The points in red color in Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"} indicate the predicted FSS and blue color indicate the predicted TSS. The same for P-2 and P-3 are provided in Additional files [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"} and [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"} respectively. The instances having the values of margin function greater than or equal to zero are correctly predicted test instances and less than zero are incorrectly predicted test instances. From Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"} it is observed that most of the values of margin function are above zero both in TSS and FSS i.e., the RF achieved high prediction accuracy. Similar results are also found in case of P-2 and P-3. Further, the performance of RF is measured in terms of performance metrics and is presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. From Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} it is seen that the number of correctly predicted TSS is higher than that of FSS, in all the three encoding approaches. Also, it is observed that the average prediction accuracies are \~93 %, \~91 % and \~92 % under P-1, P-2 and P-3 respectively.Fig. 11Graphical representation of margin functions for ten-fold cross-validation. Red color points for FSS and blue color for TSS. The instances having value of margin function greater than or equal to zero are correctly predicted test instances and instances having value below zero indicate incorrectly predicted test instancesTable 1Performance metrics of RF for three encoding proceduresApproachesPerformance MetricsTPRTNRF (β = 2)F (α = 1)WAG-meanMCCP-10.95390.92360.93130.93970.93870.93860.8782P-20.93730.90090.91080.92050.91910.91890.8383P-30.93980.90770.91630.92500.92380.92360.8483

Comparative analysis among different classifiers {#Sec20}
------------------------------------------------

The performance metrics of RF, SVM and ANN under P-1, P-2 and P-3 for both balanced and imbalanced training datasets are presented in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The plots of MCC for RF, SVM and ANN are shown in Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}. From Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} it is observed that the prediction accuracies of RF are higher than that of SVM and ANN under both balanced and imbalanced situations. It is further observed that for the balanced training dataset the performances of RF and SVM are not significantly different in P-1 but significantly different in P-2 and P-3 (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). However, the RF performed significantly better than that of ANN in all the three procedures. Furthermore, all the three classifiers achieved higher accuracies in case of balanced training dataset as compared to the imbalanced training dataset. Besides, RF achieved consistent accuracy over the 10 folds under all the three encoding procedures (Fig. [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, SVM and ANN could not achieve consistent accuracies in P-2 and P-3 over different folds of the cross validation.Table 2Comparison of the performance of RF, SVM and ANN under all encoding procedures with both balanced and imbalanced training datasetEPMLABalanced DatasetImbalanced DatasetTPRTNRF (α = 1)F (β = 2)G-meanWAMCCTPRTNRF (α = 1)F (β = 2)G-meanWAMCCP-1RF0.9540.9240.9400.9320.9390.9390.8780.8420.8960.8650.8800.8690.8690.739(0.014)(0.014)(0.010)(0.012)(0.010)(0.010)(0.020)(0.064)(0.018)(0.032)(0.049)(0.030)(0.028)(0.043)SVM0.9350.9300.9330.9310.9330.9330.8650.1040.9820.1850.3490.3200.5430.180(0.015)(0.017)(0.015)(0.015)(0.016)(0.016)(0.031)(0.027)(0.018)(0.041)(0.031)(0.040)(0.013)(0.061)ANN0.8920.8960.8940.8950.8940.8940.7870.0320.9880.0610.1360.1780.5100.068(0.064)(0.080)(0.063)(0.062)(0.066)(0.065)(0.129)(0.026)(0.010)(0.046)(0.032)(0.065)(0.011)(0.055)P-2RF0.9370.9010.9200.9110.9190.9190.8380.8830.8940.8880.8910.8880.8890.777(0.020)(0.016)(0.016)(0.018)(0.016)(0.016)(0.033)(0.038)()(0.025)(0.030)(0.019)(0.019)(0.035)SVM0.7200.7730.7400.7520.7460.7460.4930.3210.9890.4820.6890.5630.6550.417(0.029)(0.106)(0.041)(0.026)(0.049)(0.051)(0.108)(0.051)(0.008)(0.055)(0.053)(0.043)(0.025)(0.048)ANN0.7750.7770.7760.7760.7760.7760.5520.3050.9780.4600.6610.5460.6420.383(0.067)(0.037)(0.049)(0.059)(0.048)(0.045)(0.090)(0.049)(0.014)(0.052)(0.051)(0.043)(0.022)(0.046)P-3RF0.9400.9080.9250.9170.9240.9240.8480.8790.8910.8840.8880.8850.8850.770(0.017)(0.015)(0.012)(0.014)(0.012)(0.012)(0.246)(0.044)(0.022)(0.029)(0.034)(0.022)(0.022)(0.042)SVM0.7890.8070.7960.8000.7980.7980.5950.2490.9880.3950.6090.4960.6190.352(0.044)(0.068)(0.042)(0.042)(0.046)(0.045)(0.090)(0.052)(0.008)(0.062)(0.056)(0.049)(0.026)(0.055)ANN0.7570.7600.7580.7590.7590.7590.5170.2720.9790.4210.6260.5160.6260.355(0.118)(0.099)(0.067)(0.098)(0.057)(0.048)(0.086)(0.066)(0.009)(0.081)(0.072)(0.064)(0.034)(0.076)The values inside the brackets () are the standard errors*EP* encoding procedure, *MLA* machine learning approachesFig. 12Graphical representation of MCC of the RF, SVM and ANN. MCC is consistent in all the three procedures for the RF over the tenfold cross-validationTable 3*P*-values of Mann Whitney U statistic for testing the significant difference between RF-SVM, RF-ANN and SVM-ANN at 5 % level of significance for all the performance measures under both balanced and imbalanced training datasets\$DEPMLATPRTNRF (α = 1)F (β = 2)G-meanWAMCCBalancedP-1RF-SVM0.020080.424730.325570.041170.405500.383780.32557RF-ANN0.003560.732860.018540.005200.023230.025690.01854SVM-ANN0.016960.305850.075260.035460.075260.096050.10512P-2RF-SVM0.000180.025640.000010.000010.000010.000010.00001RF-ANN0.000180.000180.000010.000010.000010.000010.00001SVM-ANN0.058690.545050.165490.063010.143140.140170.24745P-3RF-SVM0.000180.000660.000010.000010.000010.000010.00001RF-ANN0.000180.001290.000010.000010.000010.000010.00001SVM-ANN0.939610.161500.105120.684210.075260.069540.07526ImbalancedP-1RF-SVM0.000180.000180.000010.000010.000010.000010.00001RF-ANN0.000170.000170.000010.000010.000010.000010.00001SVM-ANN0.000480.467780.000080.000080.000080.000080.00021P-2RF-SVM0.000180.000170.000010.000010.000010.000010.00001RF-ANN0.000180.000180.000010.000010.000010.000010.00001SVM-ANN0.648540.051300.393050.528850.481250.325570.05243P-3RF-SVM0.000180.000180.000010.000010.000010.000010.00001RF-ANN0.000180.000180.000010.000010.000010.000010.00001SVM-ANN0.494830.052100.630530.578740.578740.739360.91180\$*D* type of dataset (balanced or imbalanced), *EP* encoding procedures (P-1, P-2, P-3), *MLA* machine learning approaches

Though RF performed better than SVM and ANN, its performance was further compared with that of Bagging \[[@CR27]\], Boosting \[[@CR28]\], Logistic regression \[[@CR29]\], *k*NN \[[@CR30]\] and Naïve Bayes \[[@CR29]\] classifiers to assess its superiority. The functions *bagging ()*, *ada ()*, *glm ()*, *knn ()* and *NaiveBayes ()* available in R-packages "class" \[[@CR31]\], "klaR" \[[@CR32]\], "stats" \[[@CR33]\], "ada" \[[@CR34]\] and "ipred" \[[@CR35]\] were used to implement Bagging, Boosting, Logistic regression, *k*NN and Naïve Bayes classifiers respectively. The values of performance metrics, their standard errors and P-values for testing the significance are provided in Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} and Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} respectively. It is observed that the performance of RF is not significantly different from that of Bagging and Boosting in case of balanced dataset (Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}). On the contrary, RF outperformed both Bagging and Boosting classifiers under imbalanced situation (Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}). It is also noticed that the classification accuracies (performance metrics) of RF are significantly higher than that of Logistic regression, *k*NN and Naïve Bayes classifiers under both the balanced and imbalanced situations (Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}).Table 4Performance metrics of Bagging, Boosting, Logistic regression, *k*NN and Naïve Bayes classifiers for all the three encoding procedures under both balanced and imbalanced situationsEPMDBalancedImbalancedTPRTNRF (α = 1)F (β = 2)G-meanWAMCCTPRTNRF (α = 1)F (β = 2)G-meanWAMCCP-1BG0.9440.9210.9340.9400.9330.9330.8660.0690.9960.1270.0840.2580.5330.172BS0.9520.9190.9360.9450.9350.9350.8720.0410.8980.0790.0510.1920.4700.129LG0.8950.8820.8890.8920.8880.8880.7770.0080.9930.0160.0100.0870.5020.012NB0.8350.8360.8360.8350.8340.8350.6740.2020.8380.2970.2310.4090.5200.067KN0.8560.8400.8470.8520.8470.8480.6970.0480.8540.0870.0580.2000.4510.012P-2BG0.9270.8820.9070.9190.9040.9040.8100.1120.9920.1980.1350.3300.5520.216BS0.9340.9010.9180.9280.9170.9170.8350.0900.9960.1630.1090.2960.5430.200LG0.7420.7340.7390.7410.7370.7380.4780.1120.9810.1980.1350.3300.5470.190NB0.7720.7580.7670.7700.7640.7650.5320.1590.8840.2500.1860.3730.5210.073KN0.8130.6780.7600.7900.7390.7460.5020.1730.9810.2900.2070.4120.5770.262P-3BG0.9240.9040.9150.9200.9140.9140.8280.1250.9910.2200.1510.3510.5580.230BS0.9410.8980.9220.9330.9200.9200.8410.0950.9950.1710.1150.3050.5450.205LG0.8130.7750.7980.8070.7930.7940.5890.1200.9830.2100.1440.3420.5510.202NB0.7840.7610.7750.7800.7710.7720.5470.1780.9450.2890.2100.4100.5620.196KN0.7950.7000.7560.7780.7420.7470.5010.0650.9890.1200.0800.2470.5270.142*MD* methods, *EP* encoding procedures, *BG* bagging, *BS* boosting, *LG* logistic regression, *NB* naïve bayes, *KN K* nearest neighborTable 5Standard errors of different performance metrics for Bagging, Boosting, Logistic regression, *k*NN and Naïve Bayes classifiers for all the three encoding procedures under both balanced and imbalanced situationsEPMDBalancedImbalancedTPRTNRF (α = 1)F (β = 2)G-meanWAMCCTPRTNRF (α = 1)F (β = 2)G-meanWAMCCP-1BG0.02010.01780.01140.01560.01130.01130.02260.02340.00360.04090.02820.04740.01080.0334BS0.01460.01490.01110.01250.01130.01120.02240.01770.31560.03340.02180.07150.16520.0504LG0.05690.07400.06010.05750.06240.06210.12380.00650.00560.01210.00760.03130.00450.0267NB0.06300.08260.05600.05710.05730.05770.11690.03570.10430.05000.03900.04390.05490.1579KN0.15020.12790.13860.14540.13640.13540.27010.02210.30230.03890.02670.07650.15950.0799P-2BG0.02010.02720.01920.01880.02010.02000.03970.02610.00600.04290.03100.04210.01300.0364BS0.02070.01790.01610.01840.01630.01630.03270.02730.00330.04560.03250.04610.01340.0358LG0.06880.07990.06170.06440.06300.06320.12720.01820.01480.02900.02140.02730.01070.0410NB0.05460.06290.04210.04720.04050.04070.08240.03160.07330.04870.03630.04360.04260.1342KN0.09250.08110.03620.06810.02660.02800.05980.02350.00440.03370.02690.02820.01170.0270P-3BG0.01560.01860.01170.01300.01200.01190.02370.01850.00520.02910.02170.02670.00890.0235BS0.01210.01780.01020.01020.01080.01070.02100.01940.00390.03240.02310.03230.00950.0256LG0.04060.05860.03760.03770.04090.04020.07950.02100.01160.03340.02470.03030.01320.0440NB0.03800.06890.03300.03230.03720.03680.07350.02540.04340.03970.02950.03330.02860.0913KN0.10170.08290.06290.08420.05660.05440.10760.02920.00780.05040.03520.06290.01160.0334*MD* methods, *EP* encoding procedures, *BG* bagging, *BS* boosting, *LG* logistic regression, *NB* naïve bayes, *KN K* nearest neighborTable 6*P*-values of the Mann Whitney statistic to test the significant difference between the performance of RF with that of Bagging, Boosting, Logistic regression, *k*NN and Naïve Bayes classifiers in all the three encoding procedures under both balanced and imbalanced situations\$DEPCLsTPRTNRF (α = 1)F (β = 2)G-meanWAMCCBalancedP-1RF-BG0.3430660.6764350.2728560.2121220.1857110.2404360.272856RF-BS0.8200630.9390060.3149990.7959360.3149990.3835980.314999RF-LG0.0016720.0530920.0028790.0007250.0051960.0090820.005196RF-NB0.0002420.0027961.08E-051.08E-051.08E-050.0001811.08E-05RF-KN0.0531820.0870510.0288060.0630130.0354630.0255810.028806P-2RF-BG0.413190.5943140.3562320.3562320.2775120.3153780.356232RF-BS0.8377650.3678440.9682390.9682390.8421050.7435370.842105RF-LG0.0002750.0004392.17E-052.17E-052.17E-052.17E-052.17E-05RF-NB0.0002750.0042162.17E-052.17E-052.17E-052.17E-052.17E-05RF-KN0.0003760.0002732.17E-052.17E-052.17E-050.0002782.17E-05P-3RF-BG0.1716720.8793780.143140.143140.1654940.150620.14314RF-BS0.4941740.3816130.9705120.5288490.8534280.8201970.911797RF-LG0.0001810.0001811.08E-051.08E-051.08E-051.08E-051.08E-05RF-NB0.0001820.0002791.08E-051.08E-051.08E-050.0001821.08E-05RF-KN0.0001820.0001811.08E-051.08E-051.08E-050.0001821.08E-05ImbalancedP-1RF-BG0.0002690.0002512.17E-052.17E-052.17E-050.0002782.17E-05RF-BS0.0001760.0025550.0001810.0001810.0001810.0001780.000181RF-LG0.0002630.0002682.17E-052.17E-052.17E-050.0002632.17E-05RF-NB0.0002710.1773382.17E-052.17E-052.17E-052.17E-052.17E-05RF-KN0.0001750.0255261.08E-051.08E-051.08E-050.0001820.000179P-2RF-BG0.0001790.0001730.0001820.0001820.0001820.0001810.000182RF-BS0.0001810.0001581.08E-051.08E-051.08E-050.0001811.08E-05RF-LG0.000180.0001781.08E-051.08E-051.08E-050.000181.08E-05RF-NB0.0001820.7336341.08E-051.08E-051.08E-050.0001821.08E-05RF-KN0.0001810.0001741.08E-051.08E-051.08E-050.0001821.08E-05P-3RF-BG0.0001760.0001680.0001820.0001820.0001820.0001810.000182RF-BS0.0001790.0001491.08E-051.08E-051.08E-051.08E-051.08E-05RF-LG0.0001790.0001771.08E-051.08E-051.08E-050.0001821.08E-05RF-NB0.0001770.0090821.08E-051.08E-051.08E-051.08E-051.08E-05RF-KN0.000180.000181.08E-051.08E-051.08E-050.0001781.08E-05\$*D* data type, *RF* random forest, CLs classifiers, *BG* bagging, *BS* boosting, *LG* logistic regression, *NB* naïve bayes, *KN K* nearest neighbor

Comparison of RF with other prediction tools {#Sec21}
--------------------------------------------

The performance metrics of the proposed approach and the considered existing methods computed by using an independent test dataset is presented in Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}. It is seen that none of the existing approaches achieved above 90 % TPR. On the other hand, all other approaches (except SpliceView) achieved higher values of TNR than that of proposed approach (Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}). Furthermore, the proposed approach achieved more than 90 % accuracy in terms of different performance metrics (Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}).Table 7The performance metrics for the proposed approach and other published tools using the independent test setMethodsTPRTNRF (α = 1)F (β = 2)G-meanWAMCCMaxEntScan0.6270.9900.7660.8840.7880.8090.662MDD0.6510.9910.7840.8940.8030.8210.682MM10.5810.9880.7300.8620.7580.7850.623WMM0.4150.9860.5810.7640.6400.7010.488NNSplice0.7330.9540.8240.8910.8370.8440.705SpliceView0.8880.8790.8840.8820.8830.8840.767Proposed0.9770.9220.9510.9360.9490.9490.900

Online prediction server-MaLDoSS {#Sec22}
--------------------------------

The home page of the web server is shown in Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"} and the result page after execution of an example dataset is shown in Fig. [14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"}. Separate help pages are provided as links in the main menu with complete description on encoding procedures and input-output. The gene name, start and end coordinates of splice sites, splice site sequences and probability of each splice site being predicted as TSS are given in the result page. Since RF is observed to be superior over the other classifiers, it is only included in the server for prediction. The prediction server is freely available at <http://cabgrid.res.in:8080/maldoss>.Fig. 13Snapshot of the server pageFig. 14Snapshot of the result page after execution of an example dataset with all the three encoding procedures

Discussion {#Sec23}
==========

Many statistical methods like, Back Propagation Neural Networks (BPNN), Markov Model, SVM etc. have been used for prediction of *ss* in the past. Rajapakse and CaH \[[@CR4]\] introduced a complex *ss* prediction system (combination of 2^nd^ order Markov model and BPNN) that achieved higher prediction accuracy than that of Genesplicer \[[@CR36]\], but at the same time it is required longer sequence motifs to train the model. Moreover, BPNN is computationally expensive and may increase further with the inclusion of 2^nd^ order Markov model. Baten et al. \[[@CR6]\] reported improved prediction accuracy by using SVM with Salzberg kernel \[[@CR37]\], where the empirical estimates of conditional positional probabilities of the nucleotides around the splicing junctions are used as input in SVM. Sonnenburg et al. \[[@CR7]\] employed *weighted degree* kernel method in SVM for the genome-wide recognition of *ss*, which is based on complex nonlinear transformation. In the present study we applied RF as it is computationally feasible and user friendly. Furthermore, the fine tuning of parameters of RF helps in improving the prediction accuracy.

Most of the existing methods capture position specific signals as well as nucleotide dependencies for the prediction of *ss*. In particular, Roca et al. \[[@CR9]\] explained the pivotal role played by the nucleotide dependencies for the prediction of donor *ss*. Therefore, the proposed encoding procedures are based on di-nucleotide dependencies. Further, the earlier *ss* prediction methods such as Weighted Matrix Method (WMM) \[[@CR38]\], Weighted Array Model (WAM) \[[@CR39]\] and Maximal Dependency Decomposition (MDD) \[[@CR40]\] only considered the TSS but not the FSS to train the prediction model. However, FSS are also necessary \[[@CR41]\], and hence RF was trained with both TSS and FSS datasets.

There is a chance of occurrence of same *ss* motifs in both TSS and FSS when the length of *ss* motif is small. To avoid such ambiguity, instead of 9 bp long motif (3 from exons and 6 from introns) \[[@CR42]\], the longer *ss* motif (102 bp long) was considered in this study. Further, duplicate sequences were removed and a similarity search was performed to analyze the sequence distribution. It is found that each sequence of TSS is 40 % similar with an average of 0.5 % sequences of FSS (Fig. [9c](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}) and each sequence of FSS is 40 % similar with an average of 0.6 % sequences of TSS (Fig. [9d](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Also, the sequences are found to be similar (20 % similarity) within the classes (Fig. [9a-b](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). This implies that the presence of within class dissimilarities and between class similarities in the dataset. Thus the performance of the proposed approach is not over estimated.

The procedure followed in the present study includes WMM and WAM procedures to some extent in finding the weights for the first order dependencies. Besides, the difference matrix captured the difference in the variability pattern existing among the adjacent di-nucleotides in the TSS and FSS. Li et al. \[[@CR43]\] have also used di-nucleotide frequency difference as one of the positional feature in prediction of *ss*.

The optimum value of *mtry* was observed as 50, determined on the basis of lowest and stable OOB-ER. This may be due to the fact that each position was represented twice (except the 1^st^ and 102^nd^ positions) in the set of 101 variables (1_2, 2_3, 3_4, ..., 100_101, 101_102). Further, OOB-ER was found to be stabilized with small number of trees (*ntree* = 200) and this may be due to the existence of di-nucleotide dependencies in the *ss* motifs that leads to the high correlation between trees grown in the forest. However, we considered the *ntree* equal to 1000 as (i) the computational time was not much higher than that required for *ntree* = *200*, and (ii) the prediction accuracy may increase with increase in the number of trees. Hence, the final RF model was executed with *mtry* = 50 and *ntree* = 1000. The classification accuracy of RF model was measured in terms of margin function, over 10 folds of cross-validation. It is found that the probability of instances being predicted as the correct class over the wrong class is very high (Fig. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}), which is a strong indication that the proposed approach with RF classifier is well defined and capable of capturing the variability pattern in the dataset.

As far as the encoding procedures are concerned, it is analyzed that the dependencies between the adjacent nucleotide positions in the *ss* positively influenced the prediction accuracy. Out of the three procedures (P-1, P-2 and P-3), P-1 is found to be superior with respect to different performance metrics. Though the accuracy of P-2 is observed to be lower than that of P-3, the difference is negligible. Therefore, it is inferred that the ratio of the observed frequency to the random frequency of di-nucleotide is an important feature for discriminating TSS from FSS.

Among the classifiers, RF achieved above 91 % accuracy in all the three encoding procedures, while SVM showed a similar trend only for P-1 and ANN could not achieve above 90 % under any of the encoding procedures (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). The MCC values of RF, SVM and ANN also supported the above finding. Though SVM and ANN performed well in P-1, their consistencies were relatively low in P-2 and P-3 over 10 folds of cross validation. On the other hand, RF was found to be more consistent in all the three encoding procedures. Further, the prediction accuracy of RF was not significantly different (*P*-value \> 0.05) from that of SVM, whereas it was significantly higher (P-value \< 0.05) than that of ANN in balanced training set under P-1. However, under P-2 and P-3, RF performed significantly better than that of SVM and ANN in both balanced and imbalanced situations (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). Further, the performance of SVM was not significantly different than that of ANN in P-1, whereas it was significantly different in P-2 and P-3 under both balanced and imbalanced datasets (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). In case of imbalanced dataset, RF performed better than SVM and ANN in terms of sensitivity and overall accuracy (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). Besides, the performances of SVM and ANN were biased towards the major class (FSS) whereas RF performed in an unbiased way. Furthermore, all the classifiers performed better under P-2 and P-3 as compared to P-1, in case of imbalanced dataset (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).

Besides SVM and ANN, the performance of Bagging, Boosting, Logistic regression, *k*NN and Naïve Bayes classifiers were also compared with that of RF. Though the performance of RF was found at par with that of Bagging and Boosting in balanced situation, it was significantly higher than that of Logistic regression, *k*NN and Naïve Bayes classifiers. However, in case of imbalanced dataset, RF performed significantly better than Bagging, Boosting, Logistic regression, *k*NN and Naïve Bayes classifiers in all the three encoding procedures. Thus, RF can be considered as a better classifier over the others.

RF achieved highest prediction accuracy under P-1 as compared to the other combinations of encoding procedures (P-2, P-3) and classifiers (SVM, ANN, Bagging, Boosting, Logistic regression, *k*NN and Naïve Bayes). Therefore, the performance of RF under P-1 was compared with different existing tools i.e., MaxEntScan (Maximim Entropy Model, MDD, MM, WMM), SpliceView and NNSplice using an independent test set. The overall accuracy of the proposed approach (RF with P-1) was found better than that of other considered (existing) tools.

The purpose of developing the web server is to facilitate easy prediction of donor splice sites by the users working in the area of genome annotations. The developed web server provides flexibility to the users for selecting the encoding procedures and the machine learning classifiers. As the test sequences belong to two different classes, the instances with probability \>0.5 are expected to be true splice sites. Besides, higher the probability more is the strength of instance being a donor splice site. Though, the RF achieved higher accuracy under P-1 as compared to the other combinations, all combinations are provided in the server for the purpose of comparative analysis by the user. To our limited knowledge, for the first time, we have used RF in *ss* prediction.

Conclusion {#Sec24}
==========

This paper presents a novel approach for donor splice site prediction that involves three splice site encoding procedures and application of RF methodology. The proposed approach discriminated the TSS from FSS with higher accuracy. Also, the RF outperformed SVM, ANN, Bagging, Boosting, Logistic regression, *k*NN and Naïve Bayes classifiers in terms of prediction accuracy. Further, RF with the proposed encoding procedures showed high prediction accuracy both in balanced and imbalanced situations. Being a supplement to the commonly used *ss* prediction methods, the proposed approach is believed to contribute to the prediction of eukaryotic gene structure. The web server will help the user for easy prediction of donor *ss*.

Availability and requirement {#Sec25}
----------------------------

MaLDoSS, the donor splice site prediction server, is freely accessible to the non-profit and academic biological community for research purposes at <http://cabgrid.res.in:8080/maldoss>.

Additional files
================

 {#Sec26}

Additional file 1:**An example of the proposed sequence encoding approach.** Description of the data: A precise description about the sequence encoding procedure is provided with an example. (PDF 72 kb) Additional file 2:**Plotting of margin function for encoding procedure 2 (P-2).** Description of the data: Each dot in the plot is the value of margin function for an observation (TSS or FSS). Ten different plots corresponding to 10 test sets of the 10-fold cross validation. Red and blue points are the values of margin function for FSS and TSS. The values above zero indicate that the instances are correctly classified. (PDF 110 kb) Additional file 3:**Plotting of margin function for encoding procedure 3 (P-3).** Description of the data: Each dot in the plot is the value of margin function for an observation (TSS or FSS). Ten different plots corresponding 10 test sets of the 10-fold cross validation. Red and blue points are the values of margin function for FSS and TSS. The values above zero indicate that the instances are correctly classified. (PDF 108 kb)
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